WCA is an industry-agnostic and widely accepted risk-based solution in our Supply Chain Assurance suite of services.

It provides the ground support and expertise to help companies manage Supply Chain Risk (SCOR) specific to social and labor conditions, health & safety, environment, and business practices.

**What does WCA provide to companies?**

**Risk-based approach**
and program implementation guidance from Intertek experts, coupled with technology platform, where needed.

**Better decision-making support**
based on comparable benchmarks and detailed Data Analytics and Insights across the entire supply chain displayed via Interactive Risk Dashboards.

**Good corporate governance**
and preferred supplier status for implementing a program that is in full accordance with social and environmental industry best practices.

**Supply chain visibility**
and transparency beyond tier 1 and 2 with tools to identify high risk suppliers and focus your resources effectively where it matters.

**Community-based sharing model**
to reduce audit duplication and support in Mutual Recognition Acceptance.